
First movement: The symphony begins with a strange faltering rhythm before we hear a two-

note sigh, a motif that appears throughout the symphony. The exquisite long violin melody that  

follows also returns throughout the movement with contrasting episodes in between; the music 

is by turns impassioned, frantic, resigned and eerie.  

Second movement: The German translation of this movement reads as ‘in a leisurely dance 

tempo, rather awkward and coarse’ - which tells you everything you need to know. We could be 

in an Austrian beer garden, with heavy-footed dance tunes in the background. Listen out for the 

three different  kinds of dance which feature in this movement; the leisurely first theme, a faster 

rough-edged dance tune, and a gentle sentimental slow waltz. Although much of this music is 

light-hearted and comical, the return of the first theme takes on a more sinister sound. 

Third movement: This movement is titled ’very fast—defiant’ and sets off at pace. Brilliantly, 

sometimes garishly scored, the movement has a tone of sarcasm lifted by an extraordinary 

bittersweet episode beginning with a solo trumpet. The movement ends as it began, full of 

sound and fury.  

Fourth movement: The last movement is a slow Adagio, full of sonorous string passages and 

delicate wind solos which both cling to the glory of life and despair at a life fading away. The final 

bars are near empty, and the silences between the phrases are almost unbearably poignant. At 

last the music fades into nothingness.  

Mahler (1860-1911) was one of the leading conductors of 

his generation. He was born into a Jewish family in            

Bohemia, which was then part of the Austrian Empire. As a 

composer, his work only gained popularity many years after 

his death, owing in some part to the ban on its performance 

during the Nazi era.  

The 9th Symphony was the last major work that Mahler completed before his death. The       

symphony was composed in 1908-1909, around the time of his young daughter’s death 

from scarlet fever and his own diagnosis of a heart condition that would lead to his own 

untimely demise in 1911, aged just 50. With this in mind, it is no wonder that many of the 

thematic ideas in the symphony are ascribed to Mahler’s thoughts and feelings about life 

and death, and the last movement in particular can be seen a very moving farewell to the 

world.  



Thank you for joining us for our concert this evening.  
 

Please feel free to take in the concert from different viewpoints, to take photographs and 

get some refreshments. We only ask that you do everything discreetly - please ensure     

mobile devices are in silent mode and that cameras have the flash turned off so as not to 

distract the players. 
 

We hope you enjoy the performance! 

This evening’s concert is the first time the LCO have performed together. The   

orchestra includes many musicians who spend some of their time working as 

teachers in schools across Newham and beyond, as well as musicians from       

organisations including the Newham Music Trust and ECaM.  We hope this is just 

the first of many concerts for the orchestra! 

Jonathan Timms was born in Oxford in 1985. He studied music at 

the University of York before completing a Masters degree in       

conducting. He was principal conductor of the York Sinfonietta 

2006/2007 season and has also conducted the Arnold Schoenberg 

Chamber Orchestra, University of York Symphony Orchestra, the 

New Professionals, Burford Orchestra, and the  Oxford Radcliffe    

Orchestra.  Jonathan is a cellist, double bass player and pianist. He 

teaches music at Chadwell Heath Academy in Romford.  

Tweet your thoughts and pictures to us @ListerOrchestra or 

@ListerMusicDept using the hashtag #Mahlerinaday 

Want to take part next time? Email us!                                          

music@lister.newham.sch.uk 

Updates and news can be found on our website                            

listercommunityschoolmusic.wordpress.com 

http://www.york.ac.uk/
http://music.york.ac.uk/prospective/postgraduate/programmes/ma.php

